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Decomposing Problems and Developing Solutions (Unit 9-3)

A program is a sequence of instructions that the computer will carry out (execute).
Most programs need to be planned out very carefully in advance to make sure they don’t crash or do the wrong thing.

Decomposition means breaking a problem down into smaller parts, until each part is easy enough to understand and solve.

Abstraction means choosing only the most important details that are relevant to solving the problem, while ignoring
other details. When working out how to solve a problem, abstraction helps you avoid getting bogged down in too much detail.

An algorithm is a precise set of written steps that describe exactly how to solve a problem.

A �owchart is a diagram that shows how an algorithm works.

You can plan out the steps of a new program using pseudo-code... “false” code.
Pseudo-code is not a real programming language - you can’t type pseudo-code into a computer and then run it.

The point of pseudo-code is that it lets you write out the precise steps that will solve a problem.
It helps people make sure they really understand the problem they are trying to solve before writing real program code.

Once you have written out a pseudo-code solution and checked it is correct, you are much less likely to build errors into
your real program code.

You can then use your pseudo-code solution as a guide to help you to develop your real computer program using a programming
language, such as Python, BASIC, C, C++, C# or Java.

Expressing Solutions to Problems by Writing Pseudo-Code (Unit 9-3)

A sequence is a group of program statements that are executed in the correct order, one after the other.

Input means gathering some data from the keyboard or other input device and storing it in a variable:
  INPUT width

Output means displaying something on the screen:  PRINT “Your final score is”
       PRINT score
       PRINT “You have”, lives, “ left”

A variable is a named value that can change while your program is running e.g. score

Assignment means giving a value to a variable:  x =  3
       password = “orR1bLe”

Iteration means repeatedly executing parts of the program again and again in a loop: FOR time = 1 TO 10

           WHILE time < 60
Selection means making a decision.
Your program can select which part of the program code should be executed next:
          IF lives > 0 THEN
           PRINT “Lost a life”
          ELSE
           PRINT “Game Over”
          ENDIF

Relational Operator Symbols when making comparisons
 < less than  > greater than
 <= less than or equal to >= greater than or equal to
 == is the same as  != not the same as

Developing Computer Programs using the Python Programming Language (Unit 9-4)

Python is a high-level programming language. It can be used by beginners to create computer programs.

Many people use IDLE to create Python code. This is an Integrated Development Environment. It contains a text-editor for
writing Python code and other tools that are helpful to programmers.

When you save a new Python program, the �lename needs to end in .py so the computer knows it can be executed using Python.

If you make a mistake or type an error in your program, the code may not make sense when Python tries to execute it.
Python will stop running your program and try to show you where the error is in your code so you can �x it.
This is called a syntax error.

A comment is a line of text in your program code that the computer will not execute. It will be used by the computer when
running a Python program. It is used as a reminder or as an explanation to someone about how your code works.
To make text into a comment, type in the the # symbol at the start of the line of text.
 # Main menu starts here

Your programs can work with di�erent kinds of data values. We call these data-types.
 Integer  a whole number  e.g.  32, -7, 0

 Real  a number that can contain a decimal point, these are called "�oat" values in Python e.g. 3.14

 Boolean a value that can only hold one of two possible states, either True or False
 Character a SINGLE character symbol. e.g. one letter, one digit, a punctuation mark.  '?'
 String  a sequence of characters. e.g. 'This cheese smells.'

Most Python programs use variables. A variable is a named value that can be changed during the execution of a program.
When we set the value for a variable, we call this assignment (we are assigning a value).
Use the  =  assignment operator to set a value e.g.  password = '5ecRet123'

A print statement displays a line of text on the screen. This is an output.
Text enclosed by ' ' quotes will literally be displayed. Anything without  quotes will display the value of a variable.
 print( 'Hello' )
 print( password )
 print( ‘You have ’, lives, ‘ lives left.’ )

An input statement allows people to type useful data into a program once it is running.
Whenever you type a data value into the computer, the value must be stored in a variable (so the computer does not lose it).
 surname = input( 'Type in your surname... ' )

A program can make decisions while it is running to choose what should happen next. This is called selection.
It can decide whether or not something should happen, depending on whether a condition is found to be True or False.
 if guesses <= 5 :    if guesses <= 5 :
  print( 'Try again.' )   print( 'Try again.' )
       else :
        print( 'No guesses left.' )
Iteration means to carry out instructions more than once.

You can carry them out a certain, de�nite number of times using a for loop.
A for loop always counts how many times something has happened.
 for num in range( 1, 6 )  :
  print( num * 10 )

You can also carry out a sequence of instructions only while a certain condition holds True, using a while loop.
 while keepGoing == ‘yes’ :
  keepGoing = input( ‘Do you want to keep running this program?’ )

Arithmetic operators
 + Addition
 - Subtraction
 * Multiplication
 / Division


